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ABSTRACT
Schemes for multi-party trust computation are presented. The schemes
do not make use of a Trusted Authority. The schemes are more effi-
cient than previous schemes by the number of messages exchanged
which is proportional to the number of participants rather than to a
quadratic number of the participants. We note that in our schemes
the length of each message may be larger than the message length
of previous schemes. The calculation of a trust, in a specific user by
a group of community members, starts upon a request of an initia-
tor. The trust computation is provided in a completely distributed
manner, while each user calculates its trust value privately. Given
a communityC and its members (users)U1, ... , Un, we present
computationally secure schemes for trust computation. The first
Accumulated ProtocolAP computes the average trust in a spe-
cific userUt upon the trust evaluation request initiated by a user
Un. The exact trust values of each queried user are not disclosed
to Un. The next Weighted Accumulated ProtocolWAPgenerates
the average weighted trust in a specific userUt taking into consid-
eration the unrevealed trust thatUn has in each user participating
in the trust process evaluation. The Public Key Encryption Proto-
col PKEBP outputs a set of the exact trust values given by the
users without linking the user that contributed a specific trust value
to the trust this user contributed. The obtained vector of trust val-
ues assists in removing outliers. Given the set of trust values, the
outliers which provide extremely low or high trust values, can be
removed from the trust evaluation process. We extend our schemes
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to the case when the initiatorUn can be compromised by the adver-
sary, and we introduce the Multiple Private KeysMPKP and the
Multiple Private Keys WeightedMPWP protocols for computing
average unweighted and weighted trust, respectively. Moreover,
the Commutative Encryption Based ProtocolCEBP extends the
PKEBP in this case. The computation of all our algorithms re-
quires the transmission ofO(n) (possibly large) messages.

1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is generating new schemes for the de-
centralized reputation systems. These schemes do not make use
of a Trusted Authority to compute trust in a particular user by the
community of users. Our purpose is to compute trust while pre-
serving user privacy. The use of the homomorphic cryptosystems
in general Multiparty Computation (MPC) model is presented in
[6]. In [6] it is demonstrated that given keys for any sufficiently
efficient homomorphic cryptosystem, general MPC protocols forn
players can be devised which are secure against an active adversary
that corrupts any minority of the players. The problem stated and
solved in [6] is as follows: given encryptions of two numbers, say
a andb (where each player knows only its input), compute securely
an encryption ofc = ab. The correctness of the result is verified.
The total number of bits sent isO(nkC), wherek is a security pa-
rameter andC is the size of a Boolean circuit computing the func-
tion to be securely evaluated. An earlier scheme proposed in [12]
with the same complexity was only secure for passive adversaries.
Earlier protocols had complexity at least quadratic inn. In [6]
two examples of threshold homomorphic cryptosystems that lead
to the claimed communication complexity are presented. The pro-
posed schemes are based on public key infrastructure and use Zero
Knowledge proofs (ZKP) as building blocks. When compared to
[6], our schemes privately compute the average unweighted (addi-
tive) and weighted (non additive) characteristics, respectively with-
out using such relatively complicated to implement techniques as
ZKP.
The closest works to our work are [22] and [17]. In [22] sev-
eral privacy and anonymity preserving protocols are suggested for
Additive Reputation System. A decentralized reputation system
is defined as additive/non additive ([22]) if feedback collection,
combination, and propagation are implemented in a decentralized
way, and combination of feedbacks provided by agents is calcu-
lated in an additive/non additive manner, respectively. The authors
state that supporting perfect privacy in decentralized reputation sys-
tems is impossible, nevertheless they present alternative probabilis-
tic schemes for preserving privacy. A probabilistic “witness se-
lection” method is proposed in [22] in order to reduce the risk of
selecting dishonest witnesses. Two schemes are proposed. The
first scheme is very efficient in terms of communication overhead,



nevertheless this scheme is vulnerable to collusion of even two wit-
nesses. The second scheme is more resistant toward curious users,
but still vulnerable to collusions. It is based on a secret splitting
scheme. This scheme provides secure protocol based on the ver-
ifiable secret sharing scheme ([23])) derived from Shamir’s secret
sharing scheme ([25]). The number of dishonest users is heavily
restricted and must be no more thann

2
, wheren is the number of

contributing users. The communication overhead of this scheme is
rather high and requiresO(n3) messages.
Enhanced model for reputation computation that extends the results
of [22] is introduced in [17]. The main enhancement of [22] is that
non additive (weighted) trust and reputation can be computed pri-
vately in Non Additive Reputation System. Three algorithms for
computing non additive reputation are proposed in [17]. The algo-
rithms have various degrees of privacy and different level of protec-
tion against adversarial users. These schemes are computationally
secure regardless the number of dishonest users.
We propose new efficient trust computation schemes that can re-
place any of the above schemes. Our schemes enable the initiator
to compute unweighted (additive) and weighted (non additive) trust
with low communication complexity ofO(n) (large) messages.
Our contribution. We present new efficient schemes for calcu-
lating a trust in a specific user by a group of community mem-
bers upon a request of initiator. The trust computation is pro-
vided in a completely distributed manner, while each user calcu-
lates its trust value privately. The user privacy is preserved in a
computationally secure manner. Assume a community of users
C = {U1, U2, ..., Un}. Let Un be an initiator. The goal of
Un is to get the assessment of the trust in a certain user,Ut by a
group consisting ofU1, U2, ..., Un−1 users fromC. The first Ac-
cumulated ProtocolAP calculates the average trust (or the sum
of trust levels) in the userUt. The AP protocol is based on a
computationally secure homomorphic cryptosystem, e.g., the Pail-
lier cryptosystem [21] which provides homomorphic encryption
of the secure trust levelsT1, . . . , Tn−1 calculated by each user
U1, U2, ..., Un−1 from C. The AP protocol satisfies the fea-
tures of the Additive Reputation System [22] and does not take
into considerationU ′

ns subjective trust values in the queried users
U1, U2, ..., Un−1. The Weighted Accumulated ProtocolWAPcar-
ries out non additive trust computation.WAPoutputs the weighted
average trust which is based on the trust given by the initiatorUn in
eachC member participating in the feedback. TheWAPprotocol is
the enhanced version of theAP protocol. TheAP andWAPpro-
tocols cope with curious adversary and are restricted to the case of
uncompromised initiatorUn. The Multiple Private KeysMPKP
and Multiple Private Keys WeightedMPWP protocols use addi-
tional communication to relax the condition that the initiatorUn

is uncompromised and provide average unweighted and weighted
trust private computation, respectively.
Compared with the recent results in [22] and [17], our schemes
have several advantages.
Private Trust scheme is resistant against either curious or semi-
malicious users. TheAP andWAPprotocols preserve user pri-
vacy in a computationally secure manner. Our protocols cope with
any number of curious but honest adversarial users. Moreover,the
PKEBP is resistant against semi-malicious users which return
false trust values. ThePKEBP supports outliers removal. The
general case when the initiatorUn can be compromised by the ad-
versary is addressed byMPKP , MPWP andCEBP protocols.
Unlike our model, [22] suggests protocols resistant against curious
agents which only try to collude in order to reveal private trust in-
formation. Moreover, the reputation computation in some of the
algorithms of [17] contains a random parameter that reveals infor-

mation about the reputation range of the queried users.
Low communicational overhead. The proposed schemes require
onlyO(n) large messages sent, while the protocols of [22] and [17]
requireO(n3) communication messages.
No limitations on the number of curious users. The computa-
tional security of the proposed schemes does not depend on the
number of the curious users in the community. Moreover, the pri-
vacy is preserved regardless of the size of the coalition of the curi-
ous users. Note that the number of the curious users should be no
greater than half of the community users in the model presented in
[22].

Paper organization. The formal system description appears in
Section 2. The computationally resistant against curious but hon-
est adversary private trust protocolAP , is introduced in Section 3.
The enhanced version ofAP , WAPis presented in Section 4. The
resistant against semi-malicious usersPKEBP andCEBP , and
the scheme for removing outliers are presented in Section 5. The
generalizedMPKP protocol and the weightedMPWP protocol
are introduced in Section 7. Conclusions appear in Section 8.

2. PRIVATE TRUST SETTINGS
The purpose of this paper is to generate the new schemes for the
private trust computation within a community. The contribution of
our work is as follows: (a) The trust computation is performed in a
completely distributed manner without involving a Trusted Author-
ity. (b) The trust in a particular user within the community is com-
puted privately. The privacy of trust values, held by the commu-
nity users is preserved given standard cryptographic assumptions,
when the adversary is computationally bounded. (c) The proposed
protocols are resistant against curious but honest poly-boundedk-
listening adversaryAd [10]. Such an adversary,Ad may perform
the following:Ad may trace all the network links in the system and
Ad may compromise up tok users,k < n.
We require that an adversaryAd compromising an intermediate
node can only learn the node’s trust values and an adversaryAd
compromising the initiatorUn can learn the output of the protocol,
namely the average trust.
We distinguish between two categories of adversaries: honest but
curious adversaries, and semi-malicious adversaries [22]. An hon-
est but curiousk-listening adversary follows the protocol by pro-
viding correct input, nevertheless it might try to learn trust values
in different ways, including collusion by at mostk compromised
users. While an honest but curious adversary does not try to mod-
ify the correct output of the protocol, a semi-malicious adversary
may provide dishonest input in order to bias the average trust value.
Let C = U1, . . . , Un be a community of users such that each pair
of users is connected via an authenticated channel. Assume that
the purpose of a userUn from C is to get the unweightedT avr

t or
weighted average trustwT avr

t in a specific userUt evaluated by
the community of users.
Denote byT i, i = 1..n the trust of userUi in Ut, and byT avr

t =∑n
i=1 T i

n
andwT avr

t = 1/10
∑n

i=1 wiT
i the unweighted and

weighted average trust inUt, respectively. Herewi = 1, 2, . . . , 10
is the subjective trust of the initiatorUn in Ui in the form of an inte-
ger that facilitate our secure computation. In the sequel we always
assume thatwi is an integer in this range. Denote byMt the mes-
sage sent byUinit to the first member of the communityC.
Our definitions of computational indistinguishability, simulation
and private computation follow the definitions of [14]. Informally
speaking, two probability ensembles arecomputationally indistin-
guishableif no polynomial time, probabilistic algorithm can decide
with non-negligible probability if a given input is drawn from the



first or the second ensemble. A distributed protocol computes a
functionf privately if an adversary cannot obtain any information
on the input and output of other parties, beyond what is implicit in
the adversary’s own input and output. The way to prove that a pro-
tocol is private is to show that there exists a polynomial time, prob-
abilistic simulatorthat receives as input the same input and output
as an adversary and generates a string that is computationally indis-
tinguishable from the whole view of the adversary, including every
message that the adversary received in the protocol. Intuitively, the
existence of a simulator implies that the adversary learns nothing
from the execution of the protocol except for its input and output.
The main tool we use in our schemes is public-key, homomorphic
encryption. In such an encryption scheme there is a modulusM
and an efficiently computable functionφ that maps a pair of en-
crypted values(EK(x), EK(y)), where0 ≤ x, y < M , to a single
encrypted elementφ(EK(x), EK(y)) = EK(x + y mod M). In
many homomorphic encryption systems the functionφ is multipli-
cation modulo some integerN . Given a natural numberc and an
encryptionEK(x), it is possible to computeEK(c · x mod M),
without knowing the private key. Setβ = EK(1) and let the bi-
nary representation ofc be c = ckck−1 . . . c0. Go over the bits
ck, . . . , c0 in descending order. Ifcj = 0 setβ = φ(β, β) and if
cj = 1 setβ = φ(φ(β, β), EK(x)). If φ is modular multiplica-
tion, this algorithm is identical to standard modular exponentiation.
There are quite a few examples of homomorphic encryption schemes
known in the cryptographic literature, including [16, 3, 19, 20] and
[21]. There are also systems that allow both addition and multi-
plication of two encrypted plaintexts, e.g. [5] where only a single
multiplication is possible for a pair of ciphertexts, and [13]. All
of these examples of homomorphic cryptosystems are currently as-
sumed to be semantically secure [16].

3. ACCUMULATED PROTOCOL AP
The AP protocol may be based on any homomorphic encryption
scheme such that the modulusN satisfiesN >

∑n
i=1 Ti. We il-

lustrate the protocol by using the semantically secure Paillier cryp-
tosystem [21]. This cryptosystem possesses a homomorphic prop-
erty and is based on the Decisional Composite Residuosity assump-
tion.
Let p andq be large prime numbers, andN = pq. Let g be some
element ofZ∗

N2 . Note that the baseg should be chosen properly
by checking whethergcd(L(gλmod N2), N) = 1, whereλ =
lcm(p − 1, q − 1), and theL function is defined asL(u) = u−1

N
.

The public key is the(N, g) pair, while the(p, q) pair is the secret
private key. The ciphertextc for the plaintext messagem < N is
generated by the sender asc = gmrN mod N2, wherer < N
is a randomly chosen number. The decryption is performed as

m = L(cλ mod N2)

L(gλ mod N2)
mod N at the destination.

Our schemes are based on the homomorphic property of the Paillier
cryptosystem. Namely, the multiplication of two encrypted plain-
textsm1 andm2 is decrypted as the summ1 + m2 mod N of the
plaintexts. Thus,E(m1) · E(m2) ≡ E(m1 + m2 mod m) mod
N2 andE(m1)

m2 ≡ E(m1 · m2 mod N) mod N2.
TheAP protocol is described in Figure 1.

Assume that the initiatorUn has generated a pair of its public and
private keys as described above, and it has shared its public key
with each community user. Then,Un initializes to 1 the single
entry trust messageMt and sends it to the firstU1 user (lines 1-3).
Upon receiving the messageMt each nodeUi encrypts its trust in
Ut asE(Ti) = gTirN

i mod N2. HereTi is a secretU ′
is trust level

in Ut, andri is a randomly generated number. TheU ′
is output is

accumulated in the accumulated variableA multiplying its current
value by the new encryptedUi−th trustE(Ti) from thei−th entry
asA = A · (E(Ti)). ThenUi sends the updatedMt message to the
next userUi+1. This procedure is repeated until all trust values are
accumulated inA (lines 4-9). The finalMt message received by the
the initiatorUn is Mt = A =

∏n
i=1 E(Ti) mod N2. As a result,

theUn user decrypts the value accumulated in theM message as
the sum of trustsSt = D(Mt) =

∑n
i=1 Ti. Hence the average

trust isT avr
t = St

n−1
(Figure 1, lines 10-12). Proposition 1 proves

thatAP is a computationally private protocol to compute the trust
of a community inUt. 1: AP Initialization :

2: Un setsA = 1 andMt =
A

3: Un sendsMt to U1

4: AP Execution :
5: for i = 1 . . . n − 1
6: A = A · E(Ti) mod

N2

7: Mt = A
8: Ui sendsMt to Ui+1

9: end for
10: UponMt receipt atUn

11: St = D(Mt) =∑n−1
i=1 Ti

12: T avr
t = St

n−1

Figure 1: Accumulated Protocol.

Proposition 1. Assume
that an honest but cu-
rious adversary corrupts
at mostk users out of a
community ofn users,
k < n. Then,AP pri-
vately computesT avr,
the average trust in user
Ut.

Proof:
In order to prove the
proposition, we have to
prove that for every ad-
versary there exists a
simulator that given only
the adversary’s input and output, generates a string that is compu-
tationally indistinguishable from the adversary’s view inAP .
Let I = {Ui1 , Ui2 , . . . , Uik

} denote the set of users that
the adversary controls. LetviewAP

I (XI , 1n) denote the com-
bined view of all users inI. viewAP

I includes the in-
put, XI = {Ti1 , . . . , Tik

}, of all users in I, and a se-
quence of messagesE(

∑i1
j=1 Tj), . . . , E(

∑ik
j=1 Tj) received by

users in I. A simulator cannot generate the exact sequence
E(

∑i1
j=1 Tj), . . . , E(

∑ik
j=1 Tj), since it does not have the input

of uncorrupted users. Instead, the simulator chooses a random
valueαj for any userUj 6∈ I from the distribution of trust values
D. The simulator denotesαi1 = Ti1 , . . . , αik

= Tik
and com-

putesE(αj) for j = 1, . . . , n − 1. The simulator now computes:∏i1
j=1 E(αj) ≡ E(

∑i1
j=1 αj) mod N2, . . . ,

∏ik
j=1 E(αj) ≡

E(
∑ik

j=1 αj) mod N2. Hence, a simulator replacesE(
∑ik

j=1 Tj)

by E(
∑ik

j=1 αj).
Assume towards a contradiction that there exists an algorithm
DIS that distinguishes between the encryption of partial sums
E(

∑i1
j=1 Tj), · · ·E(

∑ik
j=1 Tj) of the correct trust values and the

valuesE(
∑i1

j=1 αj), · · · E(
∑ik

j=1 αj) randomly produced by a
simulator. We construct an algorithmB that distinguishes between
the two sequencesE(T1), · · · E(Tn−1) andE(α1), · · · , E(αk),
contradicting the semantic security property ofE. The input to
algorithmB is a sequence of valuesE(x1), · · · E(xn−1) and it
attempts to determine whether the valuesx1, . . . , xn−1 are equal
to the valuesT1, . . . , Tn−1 that the users provide, or is a sequence
of random values is chosen from the distributionD. The algorithm
B computes for everyℓ = 1, . . . , k

iℓ∏

j=1

E(xj) ≡ E(

iℓ∑

j=1

xj) mod N2,

and provides the encryption of partial sums
E(

∑i1
j=1 xj), . . . E(

∑ik
j=1 xj) as input toDIS. B returns as out-



put the same output asDIS. Since the input ofDIS is
E(

∑i1
j=1 Tj), . . . E(

∑ik
j=1 Tj) if and only if the input ofB is

E(T1), . . . E(Tn−1), we have thatB distinguishes between its two
possible input distributions with the same probability thatDIS dis-
tinguishes between its input distributions.

AP usesO(n) messages each of lengthO(n).

4. WEIGHTED ACCUMULATED PROTOCOL
WAP

The Weighted AccumulatedWAPprotocol, in addition to theAP
protocol, generates the weighted average trust in a specific userUt

by the users in the community. TheWAPprotocol is based on an
anonymous communications protocol proposed in [1] and on the
homomorphic cryptosystem, e.g., Paillier cryptosystem [21]. It is
described in Figure 2.

The initiatorUn generatesn − 1 weightsw1, ..., wn−1. Eachwi

value reflects theU ′
ns subjective trust level inUi user. Un ini-

tializes the accumulated variable,A, to 1, encrypts eachwi value
by means of, e.g., the Paillier cryptosystem ([21]) asE(wi) =
gwihrn,i(mod N2), composes a Trust Vector
TV = [E(w1)..E(wn−1)] and sends the messageMt = (TV, A)
toU1. Here, as in theAP case,p, q are large prime numbers which
compose the Paillier cryptosystem,N = (p−1)(q−1), andg and
h are properly chosen parameters of the Paillier cryptosystem.rn,i

is a random degree ofh chosen byUn for eachUi from C. Note
that theAP protocol is the private case of theWAPprotocol while
all weightswi are equal to 1.

1: WAP Initialization:
2: Un generatesTV = [w1..wn−1]
3: Un setsA = 1 andMt = (TV, A)
4: WAP execution:
5: Un sendsMt to U1

6: for i = 1 . . . n − 1
7: A = AE(wi)

TiE(0) mod (N2)
8: DeleteTV [i]
9: Ui sendsMt to Ui+1

10: end for
11: Upon Mt reception at Un:
12: St = D(A) =

∑n
i=1 wiTi

13: wT avr
t = 1

10
St

n−1

Figure 2: Weighted Accumulated Protocol
WAP.

As in theAP
case theMt

message is re-
ceived by the
community users
in the pre-
scribed order.
EachUi user
encrypts its
weighted trust
in Ut asE(Ti) =
E(wi)

TiE(0)
and accumu-
lates it in the
accumulated vari-
ableA (lines 6-10).
Note that the multiplying by the random encryption of zeroE(0)
ensures semantic security of theWAP protocol since the user’s
output cannot be distinguished from a simulated random string.
As a result, the initiatorUn receives theMt message and de-
crypts the value accumulated inA as the weighted sum of trust
St = D(A) =

∑n−1
i=1 wiTi. Hence, the average trust is equal to

wT avr
t = 1/10

∑n
i=1 wiT

i. Proposition 2 proves the privacy of
the weighted average trustwT avr

t in theUt user by the community
users in a computationally secure manner.
Proposition 2. Assume that an honest but curious adversary cor-
rupts at mostk users out of a community ofn users,k < n. Then,
WAPprivately computeswT avr, the average weighted trust in user
Ut.

Proof:
The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 1. View of adver-

sary includes the input of compromised usersTi1 , . . . , Tik
, trust

vectorTV , and the accumulated variableA. Each compromised
userUij from I receivesTV = [E(wij ), E(wij+1

) . . . , E(wn)]

andA =
∏ij

i=1 E(wi)
TiE(0).

A simulator for the adversary simulatesviewWAP
I as follows. The

simulator inputTi1 , . . . , Tik
is the same as the input of the com-

promised users. A simulator chooses at randomv1, . . . , vn accord-
ing to a distributionW of weights, and̃T1, . . . , T̃n according to a
distributionD of trust values. HerẽTi1 = Ti1 , . . . , T̃ik

= Tik
.

Due to the semantic security of the homomorphic cryptosystem, the
encrypted random valuesE(v1), . . . , E(vn) are indistinguishable
from the encrypted correct weightsE(wi1), . . . , E(win).
The randomization of anyUi − th user output is performed by
multiplying its secretwTi

i by the random encryption of zero string
E(0). GivenE(w), the two valuesE(w)T andE(u), whereu is
chosen at random from the distribution ofwT , can be distinguished
sinceT is chosen from a small domain of trust values. GivenE(w),
the valuesE(w)T E(0) are distributed identically to an encryption
E(w)T = E(wT mod N). Based on the semantic security of the
homomorphic cryptosystem,E(u) andE(wT ) cannot be distin-
guished even givenE(w).

WAP usesO(n) messages each of lengthO(n).

5. PROTOCOLS FOR REMOVAL OUTLIERS
The protocols for outliers removal are introduced in this section.
The Public Key Encryption Based ProtocolPKEBP produces a
vector of the exact trust values. Hence, the initiatorUn can eval-
uate the correct trust range by removing the outliers that provide
extremely high or low trust feedback.PKEBP preserves user
privacy in case the adversary cannot corrupt the initiator and sev-
eral users at the same time.
The generalized Commutative Encryption Based Protocol(CEBP )
relaxes this limitation and privately computes the exact trust values
contributed by each community user even in the case when an ad-
versary can corrupt the initiator and several users at the same time.

5.1 Public Key Encryption Based Protocol PKEBP
Denote the encryption algorithm used in this scheme byE and the
decryption algorithm byD. Un generates a pair(k, s) of public-
private keys. ThenUn publishes its decryption public keyk, while
the private decryption keys is kept secret.

1: Initialization:
2: Un initializesTV = [1..n − 1]
3: Round 1:
4: Un sendsMt = TV [1..n − 1] to C
5: FORi = 1 . . . (n − 1)
6: TV [i] = E(Ti)
7: END FOR
8: Round 2:
9: FORi = 1 . . . (n − 1)

10: random π : swap(TV [i], TV [ij ])
11: END FOR
12: Upon Mt = (TV [1..n−1]) reception at

Un:
13: D(M) = [T1, .. Tn−1]

Figure 3: Vector Protocol PKEBP .

The Public Key Encryption Based ProtocolPKEBP is performed
in two rounds (Figure 3, Figure 4). At the initialization stageUn



initializes then − 1-entry vectorTV [1..n − 1] and sends it to the
community of users in the prescribed order in theMt = (TV [1..n−
1]) message (Figure 3, lines 1-2 and Figure 4, Round 1).

At the first round uponMt message reception each userUi encrypts
by k its trustTi in the correspondingTV [i]′s entry asE(Ti), and
sends the updated messageMt to the next user (Figure 3, lines 3-
7).
The second round of thePKEBP protocol is performed when the
updatedTV [1..n − 1] vector returns fromUn−1 to the userU1

(see Figure 3, lines 8-11 and Figure 4, Round 2). Note that theTV
vector does not visit the initiatorUn after the first round execution.
Each userUi performs a random permutation of itsi−th entry with
a randomly chosenij − th entry during the second round. After
that the newly updatedMt vector-message is sent to the nextUi+1

user (Figure 3, lines 8-11).

The result of round 1 is a sequence of encrypted elements
(E(T1), . . . , E(Tn−1)) while the result of round 2 is a sequence
TV [1..n − 1] = (E(T ∗

1 ), . . . , E(T ∗
n−1)).

The multi-setT1, . . . , Tn−1 is identical to the multi-setT ∗
1 , . . . , T ∗

n−1.
The sequenceT1, . . . , Tn−1 is permuted toT ∗

1 , . . . , T ∗
n−1 by a

permutationπ, which is computed in a distributed manner by all
community members (Figure 3, line 10). Hence, by applying the
decryption procedure, all encrypted trust valuesT1, . . . , Tn−1 are
revealed (Figure 3, lines 12-13). Moreover, the random permuta-
tion π performed at the second round, preserves the unlinkability
of user identities.
Proposition 1 proves the privacy of thePKEBP protocol.
Proposition 3. PKEBP performs computationally secure com-
putation of exact private trust values assuming that an adversary
cannot corrupt the initiator and several users at the same time.Proof
sketch:
Case 1: Un /∈ I . We argue thatPKEBP is private by show-
ing that an adversary that controls a set of compromised users does
not learn any information on the trust values of other users. We
achieve that by showing asimulator that given the input of com-
promised users can simulate the messages that these users receive
as part of the protocol. Therefore, protocol messages do not give
users inI any information on users outside ofI.
Assume that the setI of compromised users includesk members
I = {Ui1 , . . . , Uik

}, while the uncompromised users are
Uik+1

, . . . , Uin . The view of users inI includes the input of com-
promised usersTi1 , . . . , Tik

and trust vectorsTV . Each com-
promised userUij from I receives theTV vector with partially
permuted entries.
A simulator for the adversary simulates this view as follows. The
simulator input is the same as the input of compromised users and
it contains the trust values of the compromised usersTi1 , . . . , Tik

and the set of their permuted indicesij1, . . . i
jk. The simulator

chooses a random valueαiℓ
for any userUℓ 6∈ I from the distribu-

tion D of trust values. The simulator denotesαℓ = Tℓ and com-
putesE(αj) for ℓ = k + 1, . . . , n. Due to the semantic security of
the homomorphic cryptosystem ([14], [15] ), the simulator cannot
distinguish between the encryption of the correct trust values and
the encryption of simulated random variablesE(αj) of uncompro-
mised usersUj chosen from the distributionD of trust values.
Case 2: {Un} = I . In this case the view ofUn consists of theTV
with the randomly permuted entries.TV includes the sequence of
the randomly permuted and decrypted by the secret keys exact trust
values. We prove the privacy ofPKEBP by showing a simula-
tor that given aPKEBP output sequenceTi1 , . . . , Tin−1

of the
exact trust values, can simulate theTV asUn receives as a part of

protocol. A simulator for the compromisedUn simulates this view
as follows. The simulator input is the multi-setT1, . . . , Tn of the
decrypted byU ′

ns public keys exact trust values. The simulator
chooses a random permutation and permutes the received values.
Due to the random permutationπ performed by each community
user, the simulator cannot distinguish between the simulated se-
quenceTj1, . . . , Tjn−1

and the correct output of thePKEBP .
As a result, given a multi-set of the exact trust values,Un cannot
link these values to the users that contributed them.

PKEBP usesO(n) messages each of lengthO(n).
Generating the average trust level in the presence of semi-malicious
users is based on the algorithm suggested in [9]. Let us define by
U , the multi-set of non corrupted users which provide correct feed-
back, and byV , the multi-set of all users participating in the trust
computation process. According to [9] the following requirement
must be satisfied in our model:|V − U | ≤ J and |V | ≥ 2J
for a certainJ value. Then the range of the correct trust values,
range(U), contains the subsetreduceJ(V ) of V . HerereduceJ(V )
is received from theV multi-set of all (correct and extremely low/high)
trust values, by deleting theJ smallest andJ largest values, respec-
tively.
If an adversary can corrupt the initiator and several users at the
same time, a different protocol is required. The generalized Com-
mutative Encryption Based ProtocolCEBP is presented in the
next subsection.

6. COMMUTATIVE ENCRYPTION BASED
PROTOCOL CEBP

TheCEBP we propose, usescommutative encryptionas a build-
ing block. An encryption scheme is commutative if a ciphertext that
is encrypted by several keys can be decrypted regardless of the or-
der of decryption keys. Formally, denote the encryption algorithm
by E and the decryption algorithm byD. The encryption scheme is
commutative if for every plaintext messagem and every two keys
k1, k2 if c = Ek1

(Ek2
(m)) thenm = Dk1

(Dk2
(c)) (note that for

any encryption schemem = Dk2
(Dk1

(c)).
One possible candidate for a commutative encryption scheme is the
Pohlig-Hellman scheme [24].

The basic idea ofCEBP is for each user to encrypt all the trust
values and then decrypt and permute them at the same time so that
an adversary cannot associate decrypted trust values to the users
that published their encryption. TheCEBP protocol is executed
in three rounds (Figure 5). Each round passes sequentially from the
first userUn to the lastUn−1.

The first round begins with the initiator,Un choosing and publish-
ing a public key. Every other user selects a symmetric key for a
commutative encryption scheme. All the users encrypt their trust
values both with their keys and with the public key ofUn. Encryp-
tion with the initiator’s public key prevents an adversary that does
not control the initiatorUn from obtaining the multi-set of trust val-
ues. After the first round, for everyi = 1, . . . , n− 1, thei-th entry
in the trust vector,TV , includes the trust value ofUi encrypted by
both the public key ofUn and the symmetric key ofUi.

In the second round each user encrypts all entries inTV entries
in such a way that at the end of the second round thei-th entry
is the trust value ofUi encrypted by the keys ofU1, U2, . . . , Un.
Finally, in the third round, for everyi = 1, . . . , n − 1, Ui decrypts
every entry using its own symmetric key and randomly permutes
the entries ofTV . At the end of round 3 the trust vector contains all



Round 2

Un−1

Mt = TV [1 ..(n − 1)]

U1

Ui

Un

TV [1]

TV [1]TV [2] TV [n − 1] = E(Tn−1)

TV [2] = E(T2)

TV [1] = E(T1)

Round 1

E(Ti)

Ui

E(Ti)

Figure 4: Public Key Encryption Based Protocol PKEBP .

the trust values, encrypted by the public key ofUn and permuted.
By decrypting all the entries inTV , Un obtains the vector of all
trust values.

We use El-Gamal encryption [11] as the initiator’s public key scheme.
The symmetric scheme for usersU1, . . . , Un−1 is Pohlig-Hellman.
Both the Pohlig-Hellman and the El-Gamal schemes are imple-
mented over the same group, which is defined as follows. Letp be a
large prime, such thatp− 1 has a large prime factorq. Let g ∈ ZZ∗

p

be an element of orderq in ZZ∗
p. In a Pohlig-Hellman scheme, the

key is a paira, b ∈ ZZ∗
p−1 such thatab ≡ 1 mod (p − 1). A plain-

text m ∈ ZZp is encrypted byc ≡ ma mod p and a ciphertext is
decrypted bym ≡ cb mod p. In an El-Gamal scheme, the private
key isa ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}, the public key isga mod p and a plain-
textm ∈ ZZp is encrypted by the pair(gb mod p, gab ·m mod p).
We refer to the two parts of an El-Gamal encryption as twocompo-
nents.

By using Pohlig-Hellman and El-Gamal encryption schemes over
the same group we ensure that the security ofCEBP can be re-
duced to the hardness of the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) prob-
lem [4]. The DDH problem is to distinguish between the two en-
semblesgx mod p, gy mod p, gz mod p andgx mod p, gy mod
p, gxy mod p. The hardness assumption of DDH is that no prob-
abilistic, polynomial time algorithm can distinguish between these
two probability ensembles with non-negligible probability.

The details of the protocol follow.

The initiator begins round 1 (lines 1-9) by choosing parameters for
El-Gamal encryption and distributes its public keygkn mod p. Ev-
ery other userUi (i = 1, . . . , n−1) chooses four random and inde-
pendent pairs of Pohlig-Hellman keys(a1

i , b1
i ), (a

2
i , b2

i ), (α
1
i , β

1
i ),

(α2
i , β

2
i ). Ui uses the El-Gamal public key to encrypt its trust value,

Ti. The result is
(
gki mod p, Tig

kikn mod p
)
, whereUi chooses

ki randomly in the range0, . . . , q − 1. Ui proceeds to encrypt the

El-Gamal encryption ofTi with its Pohlig-Hellman keys. Each of
the two components of the El-Gamal encryption is encrypted by
one distinct Pohlig-Hellman keys. The result is

(
gkia1

i mod p, (Tig
kikn)a2

i mod p
)

.

Ui completes the round by publishing this value inTV [i]. We think
of TV [i] as having two components,TV [i, 1] andTV [i, 2]. Ui

storesgkia1
i mod p in TV [i, 1] and stores(Tig

kikn)a2
i mod p in

TV [i, 2].

In round 2, every userUi, i = 1, . . . , n − 1 makes sure that ev-
ery entry inTV [] is encrypted with all four of its Pohlig-Hellman
encryption keys (where two of the keys are used to encrypt the
left component and two are used to encrypt the right component).
Thus,Ui encryptsTV [i] with α1

i andα2
i and encryptsTV [j] for

anyj 6= i with a1
i , a

2
i , α1

i andα2
i . After the second round the entry

TV [i] holds the value:
(
gki·α

1
1a1

1·...·α
1
n−1a1

n−1 mod p, (Tig
kikn)α2

1a2
1·...·α

2
n−1a2

n−1 mod p
)

.

In round 3, the users both decrypt and permute all the values. Each
user decrypts all values using both its pairs of Pohlig-Hellman keys
(lines 20-27) and then randomly permutes the resulting vector of
values. Due to the commutative property of the scheme, the initia-
tor Un holds at the end of round3 all the trust values. However,
the random permutation each user applies to the encrypted values
in round3 ensures that even if only a pair of users is not compro-
mised, the decrypted trust values are randomly permuted in relation
to their associated users.

Proposition 4. Assume that the DDH problem is hard and assume
that an honest but curious adversary corrupts at mostk users out
of a community ofn users,k ≤ n. If the trust values of all the
users are in the sub-group generated byg then,CEBP privately
computes the set of all trust values of community users.



1: Round 1:
2: Un chooses parameters for El-Gamal en-

cryptionp, q, g, kn.
3: Un initializes an empty vector

TV [1, . . . , n − 1].
4: Un sends p, q, g, gkn mod p and

TV [1, . . . , n − 1] to U1.
5: FORi = 1, . . . , n − 1
6: Ui chooses four Pohlig-Hellman key

pairs (a1
i , b1

i ), (a2
i , b2

i ), (α1
i , β

1
i ),

(α2
i , β

2
i ).

7: Ui sets TV [i] =(
gkia1

i mod p, (Tig
kikn)α1

i mod p
)

.

8: Ui sendsp, q, g, kn andTV [1, . . . , n−1]
to Ui+1.

9: END FOR
10: Round 2:
11: Un sendsTV [1, . . . , n − 1] to U1.
12: FORi = 1, . . . , n − 1
13: FORj = 1, . . . , n − 1, j 6= i

14: Ui setsTV [j, 1] = (TV [j])α1
i a1

i mod p.

15: Ui setsTV [j, 2] = (TV [j])α2
i a2

i mod p.
16: END FOR
17: Ui setsTV [i, 1] = (TV [j])α1

i mod p.

18: Ui setsTV [j, 2] = (TV [j])α2
i mod p.

19: Ui sendsTV [1, . . . , n − 1] to Ui+1.
20: END FOR
21: Round 3:
22: Un sendsTV [1, . . . , n − 1] to U1.
23: FORi = 1, . . . , n − 1
24: FORj = 1, . . . , n − 1

25: Ui setsTV [j, 1] = (TV [j])β1
i b1i mod p.

26: Ui setsTV [j, 2] = (TV [j])β2
i b

∑2
i mod

p.
27: Ui randomly permutes then−1 elements

of TV .
28: END FOR
29: Ui sendsTV [1, . . . , n − 1] to Ui+1.
30: END FOR
31: Epilogue:
32: Un decryptsTV [1, . . . , n − 1], thus ob-

taining the multi-set of trust values.

Figure 5: Commutative Encryption Based Protocol CEBP .

Proof sketch:
If the adversary controls at leastn−1 users, including the initiator,
then the protocol is trivially private, since the output reveals the
exact trust values of every user, and thus any protocol does not
add information. if the adversary does not control the initiator then
the protocol is private because all trust values are encrypted by the
initiator’s public key throughout the protocol. Since the El-Gamal
encryption scheme is semantically secure, given the hardness of
DDH, it is easy to argue privacy.

Therefore, the most interesting case is whenk ≤ n − 2 and the
adversary controls the initiator. To prove privacy we define a simu-
lator that is given the adversary’s input and output (which includes
the set of trust values) and simulates the adversary’s view of proto-
col messages.

Each message in our protocol consists of the trust vectorTV . Each
entry in this vector is a pair of elements inZZ∗

p. Thus, the whole
view of the adversary can be written ase1, . . . , em, whereei ∈ ZZ∗

p

for everyi = 1, . . . , m. The value ofm is at mostO(n2) because

the number of elements inTV is 2(n − 1) and the adversary re-
ceives a message withTV in it at mostn − 2 times for each of the
three rounds.

Note that each elementei is obtained by raisingg to a powerηi that
depends on the input and random coin tosses of each participant.
The simulator generates a simulated viewf1, . . . , fm as follows. If
ηi is determined by the input and coin tosses of the adversary, then
the simulator who has access to this imput and coin tosses setsfi =
ei. However, ifηi is generated at least partially by an uncorrupted
node then the simulator independently chooses a random element
ζi ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} and setsfi = gζi .

To prove that the simulator’s view is computationally indistinguish-
able from the real-world view, we construct a series of hybrid en-
semblesH0, . . . , Hm, such thatH0 is the real world viewe1, . . . , em

and for everyi = 1, . . . , m we defineHi
△
= f1, . . . , fi, ei+1, . . . , fm.

Hence,Hm is the view of the simulator.

We can show that for everyi, if Hi can be computationally dis-
tibnguished fromHi+1 then the DDH assumption is false. Since
we assume that DDH is a hard problem we have thatHi andHi+1

are computationally indistinguishable and sincem is of polynomial
size inn, we have thatH0 is indistinguishable fromHm, complet-
ing the proof.

The protocol requiresO(n) messages, each of lengthO(n) and
the computation complexity for each participant in the scheme is
O(n).

7. MULTIPLE PRIVATE KEYS PROTOCOL
MPKP

The AP and WAP protocols introduced in the previous sections
carry out private trust computation assuming that the initiatorUn

is not compromised and does not share its private key with other
users. In the rest of this work we assume now that any commu-
nity user, includingUn may be compromised by a poly-bounded
k-listening curious adversary.

1: MPKP Initialization:
2: Un generatesTV = [1..1]
3: Un setsAV = [1..1], A = 1 and

Mt = (TV, AV, A)
4: Un sendsMt to U1

5: Round 1:
6: for i = 1 . . . (n − 1)

7: Ti =
∑n−1

j=1 ri
j

8: for j = 1 . . . (n − 1)
9: AV [j] = AV [j]Ej(r

i
j)

10: end for
11: Ui sendsMt to Ui+1

12: end for
13: Round 2:
14: for i = 1 . . . (n − 1)

15: Di(AV [i]) =
∑n−1

j=1 rj
i

16: A = AEn(
∑n−1

j=1 rj
i )

17: DeleteAV [i]
18: end for
19: Upon Mt = (A) reception at Un:
20: A =

∏n−1
i=1 En(

∑n−1
j=1 rj

i )

21: St = Dn(A)
22: T avr

t = St

n−1

Figure 6: Multiple Private Keys Protocol
MPKP.

The generalized
Multiple Private
Keys Protocol
MPKP copes
with this prob-
lem and out-
puts the aver-
age trust. The
idea of theMPKP
protocol is as
follows. Dur-
ing the initial-
ization stage the
Un user initial-
izes all entries
of trust vector
TV and accu-
mulated vector
AV to 1, sets
the accumulated
variableA to 1,
and sendsMt = (TV, AV, A) message to the first community



userU1 as in the previous protocols. During the first round of the
MPKP protocol execution each userUi randomly fragments its
secret trustTi to a sum ofn − 1 shares, encrypts corresponding
share by public key of eachUj , j = 1 .. n − 1 user and accumu-
lates its encrypted shares (multiplying each of them with the cor-
responding entries) in the accumulated vectorAV . After the first
round execution the updatedAV vector does not return to the ini-
tiator Un. TheAV vector visits each community user, while each
Ui opens thei− th entry (that is encrypted byUi − th public key)
revealing a sum of decrypted shares, encrypts this sum by the pub-
lic key of the initiatorUn, accumulates this sum in the accumulated
variableA, and deletes thei − th entry of theAV vector.
The detailed description of theMPKP protocol follows. Assume
that each community userUi, i = 1 .. n− 1 generates its personal
pair (P+

i , P−
i ) of private and public keys. Denote byEi andDi

the encryption and decryption algorithms produced byUi. The pri-
vate keyP+

i is kept secret, while the public keyP−
i is shared with

all other usersU1, . . . , Ui−1, Ui+1 . . . Un. As in the previous
schemes, the cryptosystem must be homomorphic. An additional
requirement is that the homomorphism modulus,m, must be identi-
cal for all users. One possibility is to use the Benaloh cryptosystem
([2, 3]) for which many different key pairs are possible for every
homomorphism modulus.
The system works as follows. Select two large primesp, q such

that:N
△
= pq, m|p − 1, gcd(m, (p − 1)/m) = 1 andgcd(m, q −

1) = 1, which implies thatm is odd. The density of such primes
along appropriate arithmetic sequences is large enough to ensure
efficient generation of multiplep, q (see [2] for details). Select
y ∈ ZZ∗

N such thatyφ(N)/m 6≡ 1 mod N . The public key is
(N, y), and encryption ofM ∈ ZZm is performed by choosing
a randomu ∈ ZZ∗

m and sendingyMum mod N . In order to de-
crypt, the holder of the secret key computes at a preprocessing stage

TM
△
= yMφ(N)/m mod N for everyM ∈ ZZm . Hence,m is

small enough thatm exponentiations can be performed. Decryp-
tion of z is by computingzφ(N)/n mod N and finding the unique
TM to which it is equal.
TheMPKP is performed in two rounds (Figure 6). The initial-
ization procedure is shown in lines 1-4. The first round is the ac-
cumulation round while all users share their secret trustTi val-
ues with other users. Upon a reception of a messageMt each
userUi proceeds as follows: (a)Ui choosesri

1, . . . , ri
n−1 uni-

formly at random such thatTi =
∑n−1

j=1 ri
j ; (b) Ui encrypts each

ri
j , j = 1.. n − 1 by the public keyP−

j of theUj user and multi-
plies it by the current value stored inj−th entry ofAV . Hence, the
outputAV vector contains the accumulated product

∏n−1
k=1 Ej(r

k
j )

in eachj − th entry (lines 5-12).
UponMt message reception at the second round eachUi user de-
crypts the correspondingi − th entry by its private keyP+

i , com-
putes the

∑n−1
j=1 rj

i sum, encrypts it by theU ′
ns public keyP−

n as

En(
∑n−1

j=1 rj
i ), accumulates this sum in the accumulated variable

A, deletesi− th entry and sends the updatedTV vector to the next
Ui+1 user. Note that the partial sum

∑n−1
j=1 rj

i thatUi decrypts re-
veals no information about correct trust values. As a result of the
second round the initiatorUn receivesA =

∏n−1
i=1 En(

∑n−1
j=1 rj

i )

(lines 13-19).Un decrypts
∏n−1

j=1 En(rj
i ), and computes the sum

of trusts asSt =
∑n−1

i=1

∑n−1
j=1 rj

i . Actually, the average trustT avr

is equal toSt

n
(lines 20-22). Proposition 4 states the privacy of

MPKP protocol. The communication complexity ofMPKP
protocol, isO(n) messages, each of lengthO(n).
Proposition 4. MPKP performs computationally secure compu-
tation of the exact private trust values in the Additive Reputation

System. No restriction is imposed on the initiatorUn.

The last introduced protocol is theMPWP for the weighted aver-
age trustwT avr

t computation. The idea of theMPWP is as fol-
lows. During the initialization stage theUn user generates a vector
TV such that eachi − th entry containsUi − th weight wi en-
crypted byUn−th public key.Un sendsTV and a(n−1)×(n−1)
matrix SM with all entries initialized to 1 to the first commu-
nity userU1 as in the previous protocols. During the first round
of theMPWP execution eachUi computes its encrypted weight
in the power of its secret trustEn(wi)

Ti , multiplies it by a ran-
domly chosen number (bias)zi, and accumulates the product in
the accumulated entry (by multiplying the entry by the obtained
result). In addition,Ui fragments its biaszi into n − 1 shares,
encrypts eachj − th share by the public key ofUj , and inserts
it in the j − th location ofi − th matrix row. At the end of the
first roundUn decrypts the total biased weighted trust. The total
random bias is removed during the second round of theMPWP
execution when eachUj decrypts the entries ofj − th matrix col-
umn, encrypts the sum of these values by the public key of the
initiator, accumulates it in an accumulation variableA, and deletes
j − th column. The details follow. The initiatorUn starts the first
round by generating the encryption of then− 1 entries trust vector
TV = [En(w1)..En(wn−1)]. Note, that each weightwi is en-
crypted byUn − th public keyP−

n . In addition,Un initializes to 1
each entry of the(n−1)× (n−1) matrix of sharesSM . TheMw

t

message sent byUn to the community users isM = (TV, SM).
Upon theTV vector reception eachUi user proceeds as follows:
(a) Ui computesEn(wi)

Ti · zi. Herezi is a randomly generated
by Ui number that provides the secret bias. (b)Ui accumulates its
encrypted weighted trust in the accumulated variableA by setting
A = A · En(wi)

Ti · zi. After that, thei − th entry of TV is
deleted. (c)Ui shareszi in the i − th row of theSM shares ma-
trix asSM [i][] = [E1(z

1
i )..En−1(z

n−1
i )]. At the end of the first

roundUn receives theTV [] entry that is equal to the encrypted by
its public key biased productBT =

∏n
j=1 En(wi)

Tizi and the

updated shares matrixSM while SM [i][j] = Ej(z
j
i ). Actually,

the decryption procedure applied on theTV [] vector outputs the
decrypted sumD(TV []) =

∑n−1
i=1 wiTi +

∑n−1
i=1 zi.

A second round is performed in order to subtract the random bias∑n−1
i=1 zi from the correct weighted average trustwT avr. The sec-

ond round of theMPWP is identical to the corresponding round
of theMPKP . Upon reception of theSM matrix each userUi de-
crypts the correspondingi−th columnEi(z

i
1) Ei(z

i
2) . . . Ei(z

i
n−1),

encrypted by all community users byUi − th public keyP−
i . Each

Ui, i = 1.. n − 1 computes the sum of the partial sharesPSSi =∑n−1
j=1 zi

j , encrypts it byUn − th public keyP−
n , and accumulates

it in the accumulated variableA. After that i − th SM ′s col-
umnSM [][i]is deleted. As a result of the second round, the initia-
tor Un receives the accumulated variableA =

∏n−1
i=1 Ei(PSSi).

The encrypted biasBT is decrypted asD(A) =
∑n−1

i=1

∑n−1
j=1 zi

j .
Finally, the weighted average trustwT avr is equal towT avr =
TV − A.
The private trust computation carried out by theMPKP and the
MPWP protocols is preserved in the computationally secure man-
ner due to the following reasons:
(a) Each community userUi fragments its trustTi randomly into
n − 1 shares (Figure 6, lines 6-8).
(b) Eachrj

i encrypted byUi by Uj − th public keyP−
j , shared

with eachUj , j = 1, . . . , n − 1 user and accumulated in theTV
vector, reveals no information about the exactTi value toUj (lines



9-14).
(c) The decryption performed by eachUi, i = 1, . . . , n−1 by its
private keyP+

i at the second round, outputs the sum of the partial
sharesDi(TV [i]) =

∑n−1
j=1 ri

j of all community users. In essence,

the
∑n−1

j=1 ri
j value reveals no information about the secret trust

valuesT1, . . . , Ti−1, Ti+1, . . . , Tn−1.
(d) The encryptionEn(

∑n−1
j=1 ri

j) of the partial shares sum per-

formed by eachUi with the initiatorUn public keyP−
n and accu-

mulated inA, can be decrypted byUn only.
(e) Assume a coalitionUji , . . . , Uji+k−1

of at mostk < n curious
adversarial users, possibly including the initiatorUn. Then the ex-
act trust values revealed by the coalition, are the coalition members
trust only. The privacy of the uncorrupted users is preserved by the
homomorphic encryption scheme which generates for each user its
secret private key, and by the random fragmentation of the secret
trust.
In MPWP O(n) messages of lengthO(n2) are sent.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We derived a number of schemes for private computation of trust
in a given user by community of users. Trust computation is per-
formed in a fully distributed manner without involving a Trusted
Authority. TheAP andWAPprotocols are computationally secure
under the assumption of uncompromised initiatorUn. The AP
andWAPprotocols compute the average unweighted and weighted
trust, respectively. The generalizedMPKP andMPWP proto-
cols relax the assumption of the non compromisedUn. They carry
out the private unweighted and weighted trust computation, respec-
tively without limitations imposed onUn. The number of messages
sent in the proposed protocols isO(n) (large) messages.
ThePKEBP andCEBP for outliers removal are presented, as
well. The schemes proposed in this paper are not restricted to trust
computation only. They might be extended to other models that
compute privately sensitive information with onlyO(n) messages.
In case the trust is represented by several values rather then a single
value, one can apply our techniques to each such value indepen-
dently.
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